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High-Speed VLSI InterconnectionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	This Second Edition focuses on emerging topics and advances in the field of VLSI interconnections

	

	In the decade since High-Speed VLSI Interconnections was first published, several major developments have taken place in the field. Now, updated to reflect these advancements, this Second Edition includes new information on...
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Design Technologies for Green and Sustainable Computing SystemsSpringer, 2013

	This book provides a comprehensive guide to the design of sustainable and green computing systems (GSC).  Coverage includes important breakthroughs in various aspects of GSC, including multi-core architectures, interconnection technology, data centers, high performance computing (HPC), and sensor networks.  The authors address the...
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Understanding Tcp/ip: A Clear And Comprehensive GuidePackt Publishing, 2006
This book covers in detail the Open System Interconnection (OSI) reference model and the TCP/IP protocols that operate that different layers. Its coverage includes various application protocols. The authors explain in an easy-to-read style networking concepts and protocols, with examples that make the book a practical guide in addition to its...
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Digital Principles and Logic Design (Engineering)Infinity Science Press, 2007
With the advancement of technology, digital logic systems became inevitable and became the integral part of digital circuit design. Digital logic is concerned with the interconnection of digital components and modules, and is a term used to denote the design and analysis of digital systems. Recent technology advancements have led to enhanced usage...
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RFID at Ultra and Super High Frequencies: Theory and applicationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Contactless identification has now become a mature technology worldwide, and it is only in certain areas of application, such as RFID at UHF and SHF, that some finishing touches are still required. Having worked in this field for many years, I felt the need to draw up a ‘report’ on this area of UHF and SHF. Up to the present, very...
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Analysis of Computer and Communication NetworksSpringer, 2008
This new work presents the mathematical theory and techniques for analyzing and modeling high-performance global communication networks, with a focus on software employed at the end nodes and intermediate switches.
Topics include, but are not limited to Markov chains and queuing analysis, traffic modeling, interconnection networks, and switch...
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Pricing Communication Networks: Economics, Technology and Modelling (Wiley Interscience Series in Systems and Optimization)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Recent advances in technology, combined with the deregulation of the telecommunication market and the proliferation of the Internet, have created a highly competitive environment for communication service providers. There is no simple recipe for pricing network service contracts in all contexts. Pricing is a complex subject, which depends on...
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Introduction to Reconfigurable Computing: Architectures, algorithms and applicationsSpringer, 2007
The book by Christophe Bobda, however, has also been written for people with a software background, substantially reducing the educational leap by bridging the gap. His book has the potential to become a best-seller and to stimulate the urgently needed transformation of the software developer populations mind set, by playing a similar role as known...
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Anywhere: How Global Connectivity is Revolutionizing the Way We Do BusinessMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Is your business prepared for the world of ANYWHERE?


	“Companies are beginning to conceive, design, develop, and distribute products and services in profoundly new ways…But how to exploit this new connectivity? Read on.”

	—From the Foreword by Don Tapscott, bestselling author of Grown Up...
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Parallel Scientific Computing in C++ and MPI: A Seamless Approach to Parallel Algorithms and their ImplementationCambridge University Press, 2003
This book provides a seamless approach to numerical algorithms, modern programming techniques and parallel computing. These concepts and tools are usually taught serially across different courses and different textbooks, thus observing the connection between them. The necessity of integrating these subjects usually comes after such courses are...
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The Competitive Internet Service Provider: Network Architecture, Interconnection, Traffic Engineering and Network DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Due to the dramatic increase in competition over the last few years, it has become more and more important for Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to run an efficient business and offer an adequate Quality of Service. The Competitive Internet Service Provider is a comprehensive guide for those seeking to do just that.   

   Oliver...
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Building a BeagleBone Black Super ClusterPackt Publishing, 2014

	Build and configure your own parallel computing Beowulf cluster using BeagleBone Black ARM systems


	About This Book

	
		Configure your own cluster for high speed parallel computing
	
		Benefit from your personally configured super computer which is a power efficient, low-cost, and highly scalable...
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